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Abstract

Application of the LeMoS hybrid (LH) URANS/LES method for the wake parameters prediction is considered. The wake fraction coefficient
is calculated for inland ship model M1926 under shallow water conditions and compared to results of PIV measurements. It was shown that due
to lack of the resolved turbulence at the interface between LES and RANS zones the artificial grid induced separations can occur. In order to
overcome this drawback, a shielding function is introduced into LH model. The new version of the model is compared to the original one, RANS
k � u SST and SST-IDDES models. It is demonstrated that the proposed modification is robust and capable of wake prediction with satisfactory
accuracy.
Copyright © 2017 Society of Naval Architects of Korea. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the
CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Scale resolving Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
methods are becoming a useful tool for solution of practical
ship hydrodynamics and ocean engineering problems. They
are necessary for prediction of flow induced unsteady effects
such as unsteady loads on propellers, vibrations in the ship
stern area, oscillations of different devices in cross flows with
massive separations, etc. Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is the
most advanced approach among all scale resolving methods.
However, its application for high Reynolds numbers, which
are typical for practical problems, faces severe limitations due
to a very fine temporal and spatial resolution, needed for
proper simulation of thin boundary layers. The hybrid methods
based on the combination of URANS (Unsteady Reynolds
Averaged Navier Stokes Equations) and LES is a feasible
alternative to LES for flows at high Reynolds numbers. Ac-
cording to the idea of the hybrid methods, the boundary layer

region is treated using URANS whereas the flow far from wall
is calculated using LES. Both solutions should be matched at
the interface. A proper transition of the solution from the
URANS zone with weak oscillations to highly unsteady LES
zone (taking place in so-called ”grey area”) is still remaining a
challenge. There are a few ways of approaching this issue. The
first one is to apply some kind of forcing momentum source
terms at the RANS/LES interface Piomelli et al. (2003);
Davidson and Billson (2006), which will compensate the
lack of momentum transport between the regions Rajamani
and Kim (2010). The second way is the introduction of
shielding functions of phenomenological nature, which do not
combat the source of the problem, but allow for suppression of
undesired effects, caused by the ”grey area” such as grid
induced separation Spalart et al. (2006). Yet another alterna-
tive is to use explicit averaging procedure (in time or in ho-
mogeneous directions) in order to determine the actual level of
resolved turbulent stresses and adapt the RANS/LES zones
accordingly (see, for example, Bhushan and Walters (2012),
Kniesner et al. (2007)). To authors knowledge this procedure
is not widely used because of the complexity of explicit
averaging operations for practical applications.
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A few years ago we proposed a hybrid model, referred
further to as LeMoS1 Hybrid (LH) Kornev et al. (2011). It is
similar to SST-DES Strelets (2001): both methods use SST
model on the RANS branch, in both of them the interface is
not prescribed and is instead determined dynamically,
depending on the integral length scale and local cell size.
However, there are some significant differences. The first of
them is the way, how the models switch between RANS and
LES modes. In the SST-DES the destruction term in k equation
is changed accordingly, whereas the LH swaps the definitions
of the turbulent viscosity. The second distinction is the
behaviour of the models in the LES mode. SST-DES, analo-
gously to original SA-DES Spalart et al. (1997), turns into the
constant coefficient Smagorinsky SGS model at a distance
from the wall. On the contrary, LH utilizes the dynamic pro-
cedure for the determination of the constant on the LES
branch.

The approach mentioned above was implemented in
OpenFOAM® CFD package Weller et al. (1998) and suc-
cessfully validated for various naval hydrodynamics applica-
tions Abbas et al. (2015); Abbas and Kornev (2016a, b).
During the recent CFD workshop on ship hydrodynamics in
Tokyo the results obtained using LH method for the turbulence
kinetic energy behind the JBC ship benchmark test case
Kornev and Abbas (2017) were among the best ones. One of
the important peculiarities of the simulations Abbas et al.
(2015); Abbas and Kornev (2016a, b) and Kornev and Abbas
(2017) is that they were performed on block structured grids
with moderate cell numbers, where the DES applicability
constraint (Dx=d> 1) was satisfied. However, as shown below,
the performance of the LH model worsened when grids with
local refinements were used. When Dx/d was less than or equal
to unity the model performance deteriorated. The aim of this
paper is to present the modification of the LH model, which is
also applicable on the ambiguous grids Spalart et al. (2006),
and to compare its performance to other models.

2. Formulation of the LH model

The momentum equations written in terms of URANS and
LES formulations can be represented in a general form:
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where ui is the velocity component, p is pressure, r is density,
n is the kinematic viscosity and fi is the source term. For LES
the overline means the filtering and the turbulent stress is the

sugrid-scale stress thij ¼ tSGSij ðD; ui;CÞ, where D is the char-

acteristic cell size and C is a model constant. For URANS the
overline stands for the time averaging and the turbulent stress

is the Reynolds stress thij ¼ tRANSij ðui; k; ε;CÞ, where k is the

turbulence kinetic energy, ε is the dissipation rate and C is a

set of model constants. Although this similarity is purely
formal, this form is very convenient for implementation,
allowing one to easily blend URANS and LES approaches by

changing the thij. Eq. (1) is accompanied by the continuity

constraint.
Introducing a blending function f ðx; tÞ2½0; 1� which is 1 in

the RANS region and 0 in the LES one, the blended (hybrid)
stress thij can be represented as a weighted sum of the RANS
and LES components:

thij ¼ ftRANSij þ ð1� f ÞtSGSij ð2Þ
Solution of (1) with corresponding hybrid stresses provides

a velocity field which is continuous over the whole compu-
tational domain. The choice of f is the main challenge in the
construction of a robust hybrid method. If the blending func-
tion is rapidly changed from 1 to 0, so that the region, where
0< f < 1 is thin, the hybridization strategy is called RANS/
LES interfacing. If f ¼ f ðxÞ, then the interface region is pre-
scribed and called “hard”. On the contrary, if the interface
dynamically changes its position in time depending on the
solution, i.e. f ¼ f ðx; tÞ, then the interface is “soft” Fr€ohlich
and von Terzi (2008), Sagaut et al. (2013). Blending of the
RANS and LES models, which both use the eddy viscosity
concept (e.q. k � u SST model with dynamic Smagorinsky
model) is done through the viscosity instead of the stress itself:
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being a strain-rate tensor.

In the LH model computational domain is dynamically
decomposed into RANS and LES regions based on the ratio

h¼ hðx; tÞ ¼ Lðx; tÞ=DðxÞ ð4Þ

where L is the integral length scale, D ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
0:5ðD2

max þ V2=3Þ
q

is the characteristic cell size, Dmax ¼ maxðDx;Dy;DzÞ e
maximum cell edge length, V e cell volume. The hybrid
viscosity is represented as a weighted sum of kinematic tur-
bulent viscosity and subgrid scale viscosity:

nh ¼ f nt þ ð1� f Þnsgs: ð5Þ
The blending function f ¼ f ðx; tÞ reads:
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where gðhÞ is an empiric function and h1 and h2 are the pa-
rameters of the blending function. If a cell has h>h2, the cell
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lies in the LES region and the model uses the subgrid scale
viscosity, modeled using Lilly's modification of the Germano
dynamic model Lilly (1992):

nsgs ¼ ðCsDÞ2S ð7Þ
Cells, having h<h1 are considered too large for resolving

the local energy-containing vortices, and for them the turbu-
lent kinematic viscosity nt is calculated using Menter's k � u

SST model Menter et al. (2003b). Parameters h1 and h2 were
chosen as 0.95 and 1.05 respectively. To estimate the integral
length scale L, the Prandl-Kolmogorov formula Schlichting
(2000) with the proportionality factor CL¼1 is used. Recall-
ing, that u ¼ ε

kb�, one obtains:

L¼ CL

k3=2

ε

¼ CL

ffiffiffi
k

p

b�u
; ð8Þ

where b� ¼ 0:09. This way L is represented in terms of tur-
bulent quantities, used in underlying k � u SST model. Hybrid
viscosity, obtained in the described manner is also used for the
calculation of the production and diffusion terms in k and u

equations. According to its idea, this model is similar to the X-
LES model based on the combination of the turbulent-non
turbulent (TNT) k � u URANS and subgrid k e equation
LES models (see Kok et al. (2004)).

In the present study the LH model was improved by
introduction of shielding, which would force the RANS/LES
interface of LH model to move farther from the wall and
reduce the GIS in a way which is analogous to transformation
of DES to DDES. Since the criterion of the RANS/LES switch
in LH model is the ratio of integral lengthscale L to cell size D
it was decided to modify the lenthscale L in the following way:

~L¼ Lfd; ð9Þ
where

fd≡1� tanh
�½8rd�3�; with rd≡

nt þ n

k2y2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
0:5
�
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�q ð10Þ

In Eq. (10) y is the distance from the wall, S and U are the
magnitudes of the strain-rate and vorticity tensors respectively.
The modified lengthscale ~L is substituted into Eq. (4) instead
of L for determination of RANS/LES interface.

The function rd has its origin in the formulation of the
Spalart-Allmaras model Spalart and Allmaras (1992). Seeking
for a function, which would force the destruction term in nt
equation to decay faster in the outer part of the boundary layer,
Spalart and Allmaras invented the fw function, which had the
argument r. This argument was equal to the square of the ratio
of two mixing lengths e one obtained by formula

lm;1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
nt=S

p
and the other one e by classic Prandtl's formula

lm;2 ¼ ky:

r ¼
�
lm;1
lm;2

�2

¼ nt

Sk2y2

In the logarithmic region these two formulas should yield
the same result, giving r ¼ 1 and by these means “detecting”
the boundary layer; towards the edge of the boundary layer r
tends to 0.

The similar logic was used later for rd definition in DDES
Spalart et al. (2006), but in this case a few modifications to
orignal r were made. Firstly, in order to avoid the scenario of
rd turning to 0 in the viscous sublayer, where nt ¼ 0, n was
added to the numerator. Secondly, instead of the magnitude of
strain rate tensor, the magnitude of velocity gradient tensorffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

UijUij

p
was used. Spalart et al. claim, that this modification is

more robust in irrotational regions. In the present work we
adopted the definition of rd taken from Gritskevich et al.

(2011), where instead of
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
UijUij

p
the quadratic mean of S

and U was used.
The function fd was designed for the formulation of DDES.

It equals zero in the boundary layer and tends to 1 towards its
edge. Being used as the multiplier in the modified integral
lengthscale it reduces ~L to zero near the wall, so that the ratio
~L=D is kept small in the vicinity of the body. The model
therefore switches to RANS near the wall, regardless of the
mesh resolution. The verification of the behaviour of rd and fd
will be presented in Section 3. In what follows the modified
version of LH model is referred to as Shielded LeMoS Hybrid
(SLH).

3. SLH model test for the turbulent channel flow

The test of the new model started from the computation of
the turbulent channel flow at Ret ¼ 2,400, 18,000. The
intention of these tests was to check the behaviour of rd and fd
functions and also to see the effect of shielding for a canonical
flow. The sizes of the computational domain and the meshes
used correspond to that used by Gritskevich et al. (2011). The
values of yþ were smaller than one for both cases. Further
details are omitted here for the sake of brevity and can be
found in the work of Gritskevich et al. The computational
method corresponded to that described in Section 4 with the
only difference: instead of Crank-Nicolson time-marching
scheme the three-layer backward Euler scheme was used.

In Fig. 1 one can see the plots of the rd and fd functions
across the channel. One can see, that both of them behave
themselves as intended2: the rd tends to 0 towards the center of
the channel and increases near the wall, whereas the fd equals
1 in the center and descreased to 0 at the wall.

Analysing the distribution of the ratio nh/n in across the
channel (see Fig. 2) for LH and SLH one can easily notice,
that the application of shielding results in considerable in-
crease of nh compared to unshielded model. This in turn leads
to compensation of the modeled stess depletion: the values of
the skin friction coefficient tw, obtained for Ret ¼ 2,400 and
18,000 were equal to 0.83, 0.82 for LH and 0.93, 0.94 for
SLH. The positive effect of the shielding can be also seen in

2 Even though the rd does not reach unity near the wall, this does not affect

the behaviour of fd.
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Fig. 3, where the longitudinal velocity profiles are compared
between the LH and SLH models. For both Reynolds numbers
the application of fd improves the velocity profiles and pro-
vides better agreement with the Reichardt's correlation.

4. Ship flow test case

The performance of the hybrid simulations was analysed
for the wake prediction of a ship under shallow water condi-
tions. The PIV velocity field measurements in the ship wake,
used for this validation, were conducted at the Duisburg
Development Centre for Ship Technology and Transport
Systems (DST) for a model M1926 of an inland ship List et al.
(2015). The reference axial velocity distribution was obtained
by averaging the snapshots of the velocity field over nine
experiments. During the experiment the model was free to sink
and trim. The measured sinkage and trim angle values were
0.02 m and 0.021 m respectively.

Parameters of the studied model were: Loa ¼ 11 m,
B ¼ 1.14 m, T ¼ 0.25 m, CB ¼ 0.877. The stern geometry can

be seen in Fig. 5. No propeller or any other appendages except
the shaft were present in experiment. The velocity snapshots
were taken in the vicinity of the propeller plane (see Fig. 5).
Other experimental conditions are presented in Table 1, where
Bc is the breadth of the towing tank, U e model speed, h e
water depth, T e ship draught and Fnh ¼ Uffiffiffiffi

gh
p e depth Froude

number.
Ship geometry was shifted and rotated in accordance with

the experimental values of trim and sinkage and only the fluid
region was meshed, whereas the free surface was replaced by
symmetry plane. Further computations were conducted in a
single phase formulation without a considerable loss of ac-
curacy since the free surface deformation was quite small at
Fn ¼ 0:12 and didn't noticeably affect the ship wake. Three
simulation strategies were initially used: RANS k � u SST,
SST-IDDES with turbulence forcing Gritskevich et al. (2011)
and LH model without forcing.

The sketch of domain boundaries is shown in Fig. 4. In
order to avoid the influence of inlet and outlet truncation
boundaries on the solution, the length of the computational
domain was made equal to 6Loa with distance to inlet patch
being 2Loa and to the outlet patch e 3Loa. The boundary
conditions are summarized in Table 2. The inflow values
k∞;u∞ were computed using the formulas given in the
OpenFOAM user guide:

k∞ ¼ ðUIÞ3=2;u∞ ¼
ffiffiffi
k

p

0:09l
; ð11Þ

where I is the turbulence intensity, usually chosen to be 2%
and l is the characteristic length scale, which is taken equal 1%
of the ship length. This gives k∞ ¼ 2:80,10�4m2s�2;
u∞ ¼ 0:19s�1. The inflow velocity is u ¼ ð�U 0 0ÞT .
Dirichlet boundary conditons, set for the specific dissipation
rate at the wall correspond to those, used by Menter et al.
(2003a). Finite volume meshes were created using
StarCCMþ® trimmer mesher. Three gradually refined meshes
were built for the case: coarse, medium and fine, containing
4.3 M, 9.0 M. 20 M cells. Mesh refinement was done by

Fig. 2. Distribution of the ratio nh=n in the turbulent channel flow, obtained from LH and SLH models at Ret ¼ 2400 (left) and Ret ¼ 18000 (right).

Fig. 1. Validation of rd and fd behavior in the turbulent channel flow. Here d is

a half channel width. The coordinate y¼0 lies at the wall.
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decreasing the base cell size by
ffiffiffi
2

p
. For each of the meshes

Dyþw < 1:0 on the ship patch. Wall-normal grading of cells in
the boundary layer mesh was 1.15. Stern region of the model
was immersed into a refinement box with isotropic hexahedral
cells with edge lengths of 0.016 m, 0.011 m and 0.008 m, in
order to guarantee, that no sharp jumps in cell sizes occur.

Our intentionwas to apply SSTIDDES in theWMLESmode.
In this case a successful simulation is possible only when the
resolved turbulence is present. The turbulent content should
either stem from the inner flow instabilities (e.g. separations
behind bluff bodies) or be introduced artificially. Since the hull,
studied in the present work is well streamlined and strong sep-
arations are absent, the application of a turbulence generator is
needed in order to remedy the grey area problem Spalart et al.

(2006). For this purpose the generator, proposed by Adamian
and Travin (2013) was used. This generator is based on the
representation of the turbulent velocity fluctuations in the form
of superposition of the weighted Fourier modes, the parameters
of which are determined from the input turbulence statistics
(which in practical applications are usually taken from pre-
liminary RANS solutions). In order to match the Reynolds
stresses the Cholesky transformation is performed. As a result,
the generator produces the resolved turbulent content with
prescribed Reynolds stresses and integral length scale. The
velocity fluctuations are added to the flow by means of the
forcing term in the momentum equations. The turbulence
generator was used only for SST-IDDES and was placed at a
distance of 2(h�T ) ¼ 0.5 m upstream from the end of the
parallel middle body, so that the synthetic turbulence could
“adapt” itself to the flow before reaching the stern region.

PISO algorithm was used for pressure-velocity coupling in
all unsteady simulations (whereas SIMPLE algorithm was
used for RANS). For the time stepping Crank-Nicolson
scheme was utilized. For discretization of the convection
term in momentum equation a blended scheme (Strelets
(2001)) was applied. In order to help stability in the problem
cells additional blending, dependent on the cell quality was
introduced. The diffusion terms in all equations were treated
using the over-relaxed approach Demirdzi�c (2015). For con-
vection terms in auxiliary equations (k,u) a TVD scheme of
van Albada was used. The time step was chosen such that for
each cell Co � 0:8, which is an essential constraint for scale-
resolving simulations.

5. Results and discussion

The nominal wake w ¼ 1� j〈ux〉j=U was calculated from
the measured velocity field (see Fig. 6a) and compared to the
computed results in form of 2D contour plots (see Figs. 6bed
and 7bed) and 1D plots: along the line x ¼ 0.48, z ¼ �0.23
and along the circle in the propeller plane at r=R ¼ 0:7 (see
Fig. 9).

Analysis of the Figs. 6 and 7 allows to conclude that the
RANS k � u SST model is suitable for the wake prediction of

Fig. 3. Mean longitudinal velocity profiles in a turbulent channel flow, computed using LH and SLH models at Ret ¼ 2400 (left) and Ret ¼ 18000 (right).

Table 1

Conditions considered in the M1926 model simulations.

Bc [m] 9.8

U [m/s] 1.24

h [m] 0.5

T [m] 0.25

h=T [-] 2

Fn [-] 0.12

Fnh [-] 0.56

Re [-] 1:36,107

Fig. 4. Sketch of computational domain boundaries for the single-phase

simulation of the flow around M1926 model.
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the considered vessel since the stern is very well streamlined
and strong separations are absent. However, the anchor-like
form of the wake fraction near the middle-line plane is
smeared, so that the inclination angle is significantly different
from to that observed in experiment. This problem becomes
less pronounced on finer meshes.

The peak of the wake fraction in the propeller plane at
fz270+, is not captured at all and the mesh refinement seems
to play next to no role here (see Fig. 9e and f). The solution
converges already on the medium mesh with only slight var-
iations between the medium and fine meshes near the middle

Table 2

Boundary conditions imposed on the unknowns for M1926 validation case.

Patch/variable u,[ms�1] p,[m2s�2] k,[m2s�2] u,[s�1]

Inlet u ¼ u∞
vp
vn
¼ 0 k ¼ k∞ u ¼ u∞

Outlet vu
vn
¼ 0 p ¼ 0 vk

vn
¼ 0 vu

vn
¼ 0

Ship u ¼ 0 vp
vn
¼ 0 k ¼ 10�12 u ¼ f ðDywÞ

Sides slip vp
vn
¼ 0 vk

vn
¼ 0 vu

vn
¼ 0

Bottom u ¼ u∞
vp
vn
¼ 0 vk

vn
¼ 0 u ¼ f ðDywÞ

Sym symmetry symmetry symmetry symmetry

Fig. 6. Comparison of the wake obtained on the coarse grid using different methods: (a) e experiment, (b) e RANS, (c) e LH, (d) e SST-IDDES.

Fig. 5. Bow and stern geometry of M1926 model. The measurement plane for the velocity field is shown in the stern region at x ¼ 0.48.
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line plane. Despite the satisfactory results of RANS for the
mean velocity field, one has to keep in mind, that the
considerably unsteady flow cannot be computed correctly by
(U)RANS and therefore cannot be used for the prediction of
unsteady propeller loadings Abbas et al. (2015).

Results for the mean velocity field, obtained using SST-
IDDES appear to be of nearly the same quality as those
delivered by RANS k � u SST and even better in some regions
(see, for example Fig. 9a, y2½0; 0:1�). Moreover, the peak at
fz270+ was successfully captured on the coarse mesh. Un-
fortunately, on finer meshes it was smeared again. The anchor-
like form of the wake fraction is successfully reproduced and
the inclination angle is visually close to experimentally
observed one. The surprising result is that the solution on the

coarse mesh is the best one, shown by SST-IDDES, whereas
the solution on medium and fine grids slightly deteriorates.
This may be a sign, that the shielding functions of SST-
IDDES, being purely phenomenological, behave themselves
inappropriately, when the mesh is refined and should be
recalibrated. This issue requires further analysis.

On all meshes the original LH model showed very strong
separations at the stern and as a result predicted too high wake
in the region y2½0; 0:22�. This can be seen in Figs. 6c,d and
7c, where the values of w are obviously overpredicted.

Since the main goal of application of hybrid models is the
determination of velocity fluctuations in the wake and un-
steady thrust oscillations, the relative standard deviation of
longitudinal velocity (in percent)

Fig. 7. Comparison of the wake obtained on the fine grid using different methods: (a) - experiment, (b) e RANS, (c) e LH, (d) e SST-IDDES.

Fig. 8. Comparison of the time-averaged f function distribution in the LH (above) and SLH (below) models under the M1926 model in the longitudinal

section.y ¼ 0
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su ¼ 1

ju∞j

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

n� 1

Xn
i¼0

ðux;i � 〈ux〉Þ2
s

� 100% ð12Þ

was analyzed in a number of points along the line
x ¼ 0:48 m; z ¼ �0:25 m, y2½0; 0:4� m. The comparison was
performed for different models and mesh resolutions.

Unfortunately, the corresponding experimental data were not
available. As can be clearly seen in Fig. 12, the level of ve-
locity fluctuations in the wake, predicted by LH was much
higher than that observed in SST-IDDES computations. The
largest difference can be seen at y ¼ 0.08 m, y ¼ 0.16 m and
y ¼ 0.24 m where LH model (on the fine mesh) shows stan-
dard deviation of 19.5%, 25.2% and 12.4% of the ship speed,

Fig. 9. Comparison of the solutions obtained on different grids, sampled on the line x ¼ 0.48 m, z ¼ �0.23 m (left) and on the circle corresponding to r=R ¼ 0:7 in

the propeller plane (right).
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whereas the values, predicted by SST-IDDES are, respectively:
13%, 5% and 5%. Severe velocity fluctuations, shown by LH
can be related to the nonphysical separations, detected during
the analysis of the wake. Therefore, it can be concluded, that
LH model in case when GIS occurs tends to overpredict the
velocity fluctuation intensity. As it is known, the DES-like
models without shielding can work properly only when the
constraint Dx=d � 1 is satisfied Spalart et al. (2006), which
means, that the mesh spacing in wall-parallel direction should
be equal to or larger than the boundary layer thickness. The
meshes, which were used in the current study, do not satisfy
this constraint because of their generation strategy. As previ-
ously mentioned the cell sizes in the stern region were quite
small and approximately an order of magnitude smaller than

the boundary layer thickness. Because this constraint was
violated, application of LH model, which uses no shielding
and has no control of resolved-to-modeled stress ratio, seems
to have resulted in GIS. One has to mention, that the accuracy
of LH results could be improved if synthetic turbulent fluc-
tuations would be introduced or the mesh would be designed
differently (see, for example, Abbas et al. (2015)). However,
the sensitivity of the model to the mesh is certainly a sub-
stantial drawback, which should be eliminated. This was the
motivation for development of the SLH model.

SLH was tested on the coarse, medium and fine meshes and
compared to the original LH (see Figs. 10 and 11) and other
models. One can notice, that the application of shielding
considerably improves the predictions, provided by the model.

Fig. 10. Comparison of the wake obtained using SLH (right) and original LH (left) formulation on different grids: (a), (b) e coarse mesh, (c), (d) e medium mesh

(e), (f) e fine mesh.
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The inadequately strong separations predicted by LH were
suppressed when SLH was used, which led to better agreement
with experimental data for all cases. In Fig. 8 the time-
averaged RANS/LES zones for SLH and LH models in the
longitudinal flow section under the hull are compared. Here
one can see, that the shielding in SLH is active all along the
hull and by these means it does not allow the grid-induced
separation to occur. One can easily notice, that the local grid
refinement does not influence the RANS/LES decomposition

in SLH, which is obviously not the case for LH and leads to
reduction of modeled stresses and premature separation.

Even though the values of the wake predicted by SLH are
still not ideal (see Fig. 11a and b), the improvement due to the
shielding can be clearly seen. The new model predicts the
wake at r=R ¼ 0:7 better, than RANS and SST-IDDES.
Application of shielding resulted in a substantial reduction
of su almost in all considered points, except for y ¼ 0.08.
After the modification the predicted values of su at

Fig. 11. Comparison of the solutions obtained using LH, SLH and SST-IDDES on different meshes. Wake was sampled on the line x ¼ 0.48 m, z ¼ �0.23 m (left)

and on the circle corresponding to r=R ¼ 0:7 in the propeller plane (right).
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y ¼ 0; 0:24; 0:32; 0:4 m have become comparable to those
shown by SST-IDDES. Thus, one can conclude, that on a
sufficiently fine mesh results both for the first and second order
statistical moments of the velocity field predicted by SLH
were in good agreement with SST-IDDES ones, even though
SLH was used without the turbulence generator. This proves
that the shielding didn't influence the model capability of
developing the turbulent content.

Summarizing, one can say, that the proposed version of the
LH model is superior to the old one in terms of robustness and
accuracy. Therefore it is recommended for use on ambiguous
grids (Dx=d< 13).

6. Conclusions

Scale resolving hybrid URANS/LES methods are proven to
be an useful tool to predict flow induced unsteady effects such
as unsteady loads on propellers, vibrations in the ship stern
area, oscillations of different devices in cross flows with
massive separations, etc. However, a proper transition of the
solution from almost steady URANS zone to highly unsteady
LES zone still remains a substantial challenge. Inadequate
solution of this problem leads to appearance of artificial (grid
induced) separations, underestimation of the ship frictional
resistance and results in a reduction of robustness and accu-
racy of hybrid simulations. Mathematically strict general
purpose techniques for overcoming this problem are still not
available, although a few theoretical works have been con-
ducted in this direction Germano (2004); Rajamani and Kim
(2010); S�anchez-Rocha and Menon (2011). The problem is
usually solved using some experience-based correction func-
tions which are valid for a certain class of practical problems.

In present paper this problem was analyzed for LH hybrid
method proposed in Kornev et al. (2011). The method was
successfully validated for various naval hydrodynamics ap-
plications using block structured grids with Dx=d> 1. How-
ever, the numerical prediction of wake fraction behind an
inland ship using unstructured grids with local refinements
demonstrated that the LH model suffers from the typical for
many hybrid methods problems. Namely, grid induced sepa-
rations occurred in simulations of flow around the M1926 ship
model at Froude number of 0.12, water depth Froude number
Fnh ¼ 0:56 and Reynolds number of 1:36,107. Simulations
data were compared with PIV measurements performed by
DST. To overcome this drawback the LH model was improved
by introduction of shielding, which forces the RANS/LES
interface to move farther from the wall and reduce the GIS in a
way which is analogous to transformation of DES to DDES
Spalart et al. (2006). For that the integral length scale which is
used for switching between the URANS and LES zones is
multiplied with the shielding function fd taken from the DDES
method. The modified LH model called SLH showed good
performance for the wake fraction and velocity fluctuation
determinations. For the case considered in this paper the ac-
curacy of the SLH model was comparable to that of SST-
IDDES used with the turbulence generator.
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